The tunable terahertz (THz) Fano-resonant filter based on hybrid metal-graphene metamaterial was proposed. The optical parameters of metasurface with unit cell in the form of a cross-shaped graphene sheet in the center of a square gold ring were simulated by the finite element method using a surface conductivity model of a graphene monolayer. The narrowband modulation of the transmission by varying the Fermi level of the graphene and the position of graphene cross inside the metal ring was demonstrated. Simulation results were well explained theoretically using a three-coupled oscillator model. The proposed device can be used as a narrowband filter in wireless THz communication systems and sensing applications.
between discrete and continuous states [12, 13] . These resonances show a sharp and asymmetric spectral line shape and produce a large strength and localization of the electromagnetic field. Integrating tunable 2D material into static metamaterial with Fano resonance allows one to achieve the active modulation of Fano spectral curves. In general, these devices can filter the spectrum of transmission or reflection of THz radiation, cutting out or skipping any frequency components determined by the geometry of the metamaterial unit cell. Operating at the frequency of the Fano resonance allows one to obtain an efficient narrowband tunable modulation.
In this work, we propose a tunable Fano-resonant THz filter based on the hybrid system consisting of cross-shaped graphene films in the center of square gold rings. According to the performed simulation, the amplitude of Fano resonance can be controlled through the shifting of graphene Fermi energy level with electrically biased ion-gel top-gate dielectric. Based on the three coupled oscillators model, the influence of graphene Fermi level changing on Fano spectral curves is theoretically studied. The obtained analytical curves are in good agreement with the simulation results. Furthermore, the influence of the metamaterial structure's geometrical parameters on its transmission spectra is investigated by numerical and theoretical analysis. The findings reveal the interaction between the graphene cross-shaped resonators and the surrounding metal ring, which opens a perspective towards the implementation of the proposed THz device for narrowband filtering and sensing applications.
Structure Description and Numerical Investigation
A schematic view of a graphene-based Fano-resonant filter unit cell is depicted in Figure 1 . The proposed structure consists of a graphene cross inside a metallic (gold) square ring. In this structure, the width D and the length L of the graphene crosses are 45 µm and 100 µm, respectively. The structural parameters of metal square rings are defined as follows: R = 400 µm and K = 40 µm with the thickness of 0.5 µm, while the periodicity G of the combined structure is 770 µm. The 20 µm quartz film with a permittivity of = 3.75 is chosen as a substrate. The thickness of the substrate is set so as to avoid the waveguide process. The thickness of the gold ring is determined by the skin depth at the used frequency and the technological possibility of the layer fabrication. Both these parameters are selected in accordance with the working frequency of the Fano-resonant filter. Figure 1 . Scheme of the unit cell geometry: The graphene cross-like layer is located on the quartz substrate (with = 3.75) in its center and is surrounded by a square gold ring. G is the size of the unit cell, R and K is the external size and width of gold ring respectively, and L and D is the length and the width of graphene cross-like layer respectively.
Conductivity Model of Graphene
The graphene is simulated as an isotropic infinitely thin layer through surface conductivity considering the contributions of interband and intraband transitions (Equations (1)-(3)) [14] :
where i is the imaginary unit, k B is the Boltzmann's constant, e is the charge of an electron, andh is the reduced Planck's constant. As seen from Equations (2) and (3), the surface conductivityσ depends on the environmental temperature T (293 K), the relaxation time τ (1 ps), the angular frequency ω, and the Fermi energy level of graphene E F . The proposed graphene-based metasurface can be electrically controlled with the ion-gel gate electrodes. The dependence of the Fermi energy on the gate voltage ∆V can be defined using the Equation (4):
where υ F is the Fermi velocity of charge carriers in graphene (∼10 6 m/s). For a 100 nm thick ion-gel layer the capacitance is C = 2.45 µF/cm 2 [15] .
Numerical Simulation
The electromagnetic plane wave is polarized along the Y-axis and normally incidents along Z-axis. The boundary conditions are periodic along X-axis and Y-axis. The Drude formula was used to model the gold ring pattern. The graphene monolayer surface impedance dispersion was calculated using Equations (1)-(3) for the different values of the graphene Fermi energy levels in the range from 0.0 to 0.5 eV. Graphene was defined as the infinitely thin film. The electromagnetic simulations were performed using finite element method (FEM). Obtained S-parameters were used to extract the transmission spectra through relation T(ω) = |S 12 | 2 .
In Figure 2 , the transmission spectra of three different metasurface types are depicted: The graphene cross only (Figure 2a ) with a graphene Fermi level of 0.5 eV, the metal ring ( Figure 2b ), and the combined structure consisting of the graphene cross inside the metal square ring (Figure 2c ). It is seen that the 2nd resonance at 0.284 THz in the transmission spectrum of the metal-only metasurface is overlapped by the resonance originated from the cross-shaped graphene only metasurface. As a result, in the combined structure the amplification of graphene originated resonance is observed due to interference between the separate resonances arising from the graphene cross and the metal square ring.
In order to understand the nature of the arising resonances, we simulated the electric field distribution of the graphene cross-shaped metasurface, the metal square ring metasurface, and the integrated one at two frequencies associated with resonant dips in the transmission spectrum. As seen from Figure 2 , the electric field distribution originated from the metal-only metasurface at the first resonance is similar to the electric field at the first resonance arising from the combined structure, while the field distribution at the second resonance from the hybrid structure is the result of the interference between resonant modes originated from the graphene-only and metal-only metasurfaces. The first peak refers to the resonance on the size of the metal ring, while the second one refers to the resonance on the whole structure and is determined by the coupling of the metamaterial cells within which the metal ring is located. The conductivity of graphene affects the parameters of both these resonances.
Then, the influence of the altering graphene Fermi level by electric gating on the transmission of the hybrid metasurface was investigated. The corresponding spectra are shown in Figure 3 . As the Fermi energy of graphene increased from 0.0 eV to 0.5 eV, the transmission value at 0.275 THz decreased from 87% to 31% without any significant frequency shift, while the first resonance tended to red shift and undergo weak amplitude modulation from 15% to 2%. Furthermore, there was a high efficient tunability region between 0.225 THz and 0.250 THz where the amplitude modulation depth in the transmission spectrum could achieve 50%. 
Discussion

Coupled Oscillators Model Explanation
In order to understand the underlying physical mechanism of the observed effect, we adopted the classical coupled harmonic oscillator model under the incident electric field [16] . The transmission spectrum of the proposed structure can be described by three coupled second-order differential equations (see Equation (5)). The first two oscillators are related to resonances from the metal-only metasurface (Figure 2b) with two resonant frequencies ω m1 (0.2237 THz), ω m2 (0.2843 THz), and corresponding damping rates γ m1 (0.0384 THz), γ m2 (0.0008 THz). The third oscillator simulates the resonance from the graphene-only metasurface with a resonant frequency ω g and damping rate γ g (Figure 2a ). The Q-factor is defined as Q = ω g /γ g and corresponds to a width of the resonant peak related to the central resonant frequency.
Here, f m1 , f m2 , and f g represent coupling with an external electric field, x m1 , x m2 , and x g are resonant complex amplitudes that are expressed through the following expressions (Equation (6)):
x m1 = C m1 e iωt ,
x g = C g e iωt .
Three oscillators have coupling strengths g 1 and g 2 which are represented in a complex form to model the phase retardation effect (Equation (7)) [17] . g 1 describes coupling between the low frequency broad resonance from the metal ring and resonance originated from the graphene cross. g 2 describes coupling between the high frequency narrow resonance from the metal ring and resonance originated from the graphene cross.
After solving the equation system Equation (5) using Cramer's rule, the transmission spectrum can be derived as a sum of oscillator's square amplitudes T = C 2 m1 + C 2 m2 + C 2 g . Analytical fitting can be fulfilled using simulation data with different Fermi energy levels of graphene. All of the fitting parameters are presented in Table 1 . It should be noted that negative values of A 2 denote that the coupling of oscillators is in the opposite phase. As shown in Figure 4 , the theoretical calculations are in good agreement with the simulation data. The change of transmission value at the second high-frequency resonance with the graphene Fermi level increase can be attributed to rising of the real part of the second coupling coefficient A 2 and the increase of the coupling strength between the external electric field and the graphene cross f g . 
Influence of Graphene Cross Shift on the Transmission Spectra
To investigate the influence of the graphene cross shift on the transmission spectrum of the proposed filter, we numerically simulated the transmission for different structure configurations with a fixed Fermi level of graphene. We considered two more structure configurations with a broken symmetry. For the first case, the graphene cross shifted along one direction (along X axis) up to 100 µm. For the second structure configuration, the graphene cross shifted along two directions (along both X and Y axis) up to 100 µm each.
According to the performed simulation, the value of transmission at the second narrow resonance (0.275 THz) increased significantly from 0.31 to 0.73 with the graphene cross shifting along one axis up to 100 µm from symmetry position and 0.78 with the graphene cross shifting along two axis at once on 100 µm each ( Figure 5 ). Then, we applied the analytical fitting to simulated curves. As a result of the performed fitting, we revealed a large change in the complex coupling strength. The variation of fitting parameters for different structure configurations is shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the real part of the first coupling coefficient reduced after the cross shifting, while the real part of the second coupling coefficient increased in absolute value.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we proposed the tunable Fano-resonant filter based on a graphene monolayer. The numerical simulation results showed that by altering the graphene Fermi level, significant transmission modulation at certain frequencies could be achieved. To explain the underlying physics of the observed effect, we employed the three-coupled oscillators model. As a result, we revealed that with the increase of the graphene Fermi level from 0 ev to 0.5 eV the coupling coefficient A 2 between the resonators and coupling strength with the external electric field f g tended to increase. In addition, symmetry breaking via the graphene cross shift led to an increase of the transmission value at the high-frequency resonance, which can be attributed to the change of the coupling strength between the metal ring and the graphene cross. The proposed filter and its analysis results may provide a guideline to develop graphene-based devices for wireless THz communication systems and sensing applications.
